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Editor’s
Notes
i have recently been giving my collection a good, thorough review—something I’m a little surprised I don’t do more
often. The thrill of the hunt is a palpable thing, and finally finding another
machine that’s been on my wish list
brings a strong feeling of satisfaction.
But, since my typewriters are displayed
and stored throughout my house (I thank
my spouse and children for understanding) and stored in a spare room and
the “deep storage” of my barn, I can
sometimes start to almost forget exactly
what typewriters I actually own. So this
past winter—a bitterly cold one here in
northern Vermont, with many days by
necessity spent indoors—has been a good
time to lay out the machines, make plans
for restoration work this year, and take a
hard look at what typewriters I’d be willing to part with.
No, I’m not talking about “deaccessioning!” But I’m not running a museum, I’m
helping to run a household with an active
three-generation family, and there’s only
so much space for both writing machines
and people. So, at least occasionally,
something’s got to go—maybe not right
now, or even this year, but someday.
Revisiting my collection has reminded
me of what sparked my interest in this
field: the varied and wonderful mechanical approaches to getting words neatly
inked on paper, and the stories of the
people and factories that brought these
machines into existence. So I’m realizing
that I don’t need to have every model
variation of my favorite brands, for instance. One good example of each will do.
My ability to actually live by this rule will
be, I’m sure, tested by time.
Collecting writing machines has led
me to explore subjects, such as patent
law, that I’d never have dreamed I’d find
interesting. I’ve also come to realize that
through the pursuit of typewriters I’ve

become an unconscious collector of other
things. Ribbon tins are the most obvious—after neatening up several shoeboxes full of them I can’t deny it. But I
also see that I’m a collector of very small
antique screwdrivers; they are right now
organizing their own little Museum of
the Tiny Flatblade in my desk drawer.
While conducting this review I’ve also
been reading an interesting new book
that examines the very act of collecting itself, a slim volume called Do Not
Sell at Any Price, by the American music
journalist Amanda Petrusich. In this
book Petrusich chronicles her yearlong
immersion in the world of 78 r.p.m.
record collectors, particularly those who
focus on the most obscure and rare blues
records of the 1920s and 1930s. These
people not only engage in the same sort
of hunting behavior as we typewriter
collectors—maniacally scouring thrift
shops, flea markets and yard and estate
sales. They’ve been known to take it
to another level—diving into the river
near an old record pressing plant, for
example, to scour the murky riverbed
for surplus 78s discarded decades before!
It’s very calming to read about collectors
who are even more obsessive than you.
And I’m simplifying life even more
by dropping back from the editorship of
this journal and returning to being an
occasional writer. Richard Polt has very
generously oﬀered to come back as editor, starting with the next issue, and he
is joined by Nick Tauriainen, who now
contributes his considerable design skills
to ETCetera. I’m thankful for them and all
the regular contributors who continue to
give us collectors from across the globe
a place to come together in the pages of
this magazine. I hope to run into you at
the next yard sale. And if it’s a Crandall, I
saw it first. ■

by peter weil

there it was on ebay, bright as day,
a Burns typewriter in an undated photograph taken in a yard beside a large
building. The machine sat awkwardly
on a tall stool in this bucolic setting, arranged beside an unidentified subject at
least in his fifties. His standing beside the
machine implied some important relationship between man and machine. The
immediate question was, then, what was
that bond? Even before the original photograph joined my typewriter archives, I
returned to the sources where I first had
become fascinated by the Burns early
in my collecting days. These included
Paul Lippman’s presentation and Darryl
Rehr’s work that was stimulated by his
purchase of a Burns (serial number 19)
in the summer of 1987.¹ The typewriter
beside the subject strongly resembled the
one that Rehr had written about in this
journal (see photo of s.n. 19 in the table
on page 6) and had subsequently sold
to another collector. However, I could
not say definitively that the one in the
portrait survived to belong to Rehr and
others after him.
Rehr argued that his typewriter was
part of a developmental or experimen-

tal sequence, but his description still
implied that his s.n. 19 Burns was fairly
typical of all Burns machines produced.
More than a quarter century had passed
since Rehr had first described his Burns
and had briefly referred to two other
survivors, neither of which had the backspace key that was on his machine. Had
more examples of the Burns typewriter
survived that could be documented
photographically? If others had been
discovered since 1988, could they become
a basis for definitely identifying the
typewriter in the portrait in front of me?
What could they tell us beyond what was
already known about the history of the
Burns? Of equal importance, what could
research reveal about the identity of the
subject of the portrait and the location?
It seemed probable that the subject was
Frank Burns, the inventor—but was it,
instead, an important Burns technician
or manager of the company? Or was he
only a proud owner, an early Burns collector? So, with these questions I began a
quest for the discovery of the typewriter,
the man, and the relationship between
the two.²

A Rare and Complex Beauty
the burns typewriter has long been
noted, usually quite briefly, in the standard references on typewriter history.
Despite this small amount of information, the embossed copper side plates³ of
the Burns made it an object of aesthetic
delight and desire (see fig. 1).⁴ The general
resemblance of the machine to fullkeyboard ones like the Smith Premier upstrikes belies its many innovative, unique
design components.
The brilliant mind behind the creation
of what Rehr (1988) termed a “test bed
of features” belonged to Frank Burns.
We still know as little about the man as
we, until now, have known about the
machine. Born in western New York near
Lake Erie in Perrysburg, N.Y., in 1863,
Burns spent his youth in nearby Westfield
with Andrew, his older brother, helping
him on his farm and learning to use tools
to build and repair. There is no published
evidence of subsequent apprenticeship
or other formal training, and he invented
several other things in his life that were
relatively successful, especially two
forms of a home humidifier and a bent
metal handle for berry baskets.⁵
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Clockwise from left: two views of the elaborate copper sideplates of the Burns; the strike point aligner;
ribbon transport system of s.n.53; backspace system
of s.n.19; drawings from U.S. patent 409,914.
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In the context of the first stage of the dramatic success of the Remington typewriter by the mid 1880s, Frank Burns became
interested in typewriter designs. Virtually
nothing is known about how, by his early
twenties, Burns had developed the skills
to produce the comprehensive design
for a typewriter successfully submitted
by him for a patent (U.S. 409,914) in 1889.
The patent focused, first and foremost,
on what most typewriter inventors of
the time saw as the greatest weakness in
the commercially successful designs (i.e.,
Remingtons and Caligraphs) of the 1880s:
alignment of print. The Burns achieved
alignment primarily through two innovations: a cast steel typebar sector, and
a round hole at the strike point (see fig.
3). Burns’ design also included a ribbon
advance system that moved the ribbon
both across the strike point and back and
forth front-to-back to fully utilize inking
material. Another major feature of the design was a mechanism through which the
platen would be “automatically” moved
up for viewing a line and back to printing
position via the pushing down of a lever
on the front of the carriage by the typist,
speeding the work. Still another innovation included was a platen release, a
button or knob to allow the user to freely
turn the platen to position the line to be
typed anywhere on the paper. This was
the first on any typewriter design. There
were other technological components,
but these were the primary ones. All
these primary patented technologies are
embodied on the eight surviving Burns
typewriters (see Surviving Burns No. 1
Examples on page 6).⁶ Please note that
not all of the design features in Burns’
1889 patent were incorporated in these
machines.
There are some important diﬀerences
in design among these examples, the most
important of which are the design of the
ribbon transport system (i.e., the mechanism to move the ribbon left to right and
vice versa across the printing point) and
the inclusion in two examples of a backspacing device that is not presented in the
patent or any subsequent one in Burns’
name.
The ribbon transport system on the
machine I am designating “No Serial”
strongly contrasts with that on all the other survivors. While the No Serial machine
and the others do share the driving of the
ribbon spool shafts that are on the sides

of the frame via another horizontal shaft
that is on the back of that frame, that back
shaft is turned by diﬀerent arrangements.
The back ribbon shaft drive arrangement
on No Serial (see fig. 2) is most similar to
the one described in the patent (see C’ in
fig. 4). What they share, specifically, is a
gear in the middle area of this back drive
shaft. However, the rear shaft on No Serial
is driven in a manner diﬀerent from that
on the patent and on all the other survivors. In the patent design, the carriage
is moved by a worm gear arrangement,
not a spring drum and string (see fig. 5).
The worm drive appears on no known
survivor. In contrast, on all survivors, the
carriage return drum is present. However,
the role of the drum is quite diﬀerent
on the survivors. On No Serial, the gear
is driven by a vertical shaft, the base of
which, in turn, appears to be driven by a
carriage return spring drum. The drum
and vertical shaft, however, contrasts
with the system on all other survivors. On
them, the rear horizontal shaft is geared
near its right end, and those gears are
engaged by a geared wheel that is itself
driven by the movement of the carriage
return string over a pulley attached to another gear. This is illustrated here by fig. 6
showing the pulley drive on s.n. 53.⁷ This
engagement takes place only when the
carriage is moved to the right by the typist
to begin a line. As far as I have been able
to discover, this arrangement is unique to
the Burns.
Another important design innovation
is the creation of a backspace system on
two survivors, No Serial and s.n. 19. As
will be seen, this discussion of the designs
of these two backspace keys puts us into a
position to definitely identify the typewriter in my photograph and, even, somewhat more tentatively, the man in the
portrait. To begin more broadly, I think
Burns’ creation of these two backspace
designs resulted in the first ones on any
constructed typewriters. The mechanism
on No Serial is strongly integrated into
the keyboard and the rest of the typewriter. Note the white key on the right
end of the middle row of keyboard in the
table on page 6. In some way, this key ultimately activates a horizontal bar on the
back of the machine to draw the carriage
back one space (see lever in fig. 2). The
details of its intermediate operation were
not discovered, but they are not the same
as the operation of the one on s.n. 19 (see
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figs. 7 and 8).⁸ On s.n. 19, the key hanger
is attached to a round area in the central
part of a frame support bar seen in all
surviving examples, yet none of the others utilize this area for any known purpose. The key is pushed down, pushing up
a connecting lever that, in turn moves, a
lever along the left side of the frame, activating a vertical cast lever that connects
to a horizontal lever on the back of the
machine that activates the rear carriage
rack (see fig. 8). The Burns typewriter in
my photograph shares this backspace key,
and no other survivor includes it. Clearly,
s.n. 19 is a strong candidate for being the
same typewriter as the one in the portrait.
But muscular as that identification
might be, there is the possibility of a sampling error created by the few survivors
and the large gap between s.n. 11, which
lacks this or any other backspacer, and
s.n. 19. A definitive identification requires
a brief presentation of a history of the
manufacturing of the Burns. That history is an incomplete one that primarily
appears to have involved the making of
experimental examples that include these
known survivors. Briefly, based on a short
history by Howe (1952), a company tool
designer and later manager of the company, Burns and his assistants worked
intensively on a series of unnumbered
models between 1890 and the end of 1894.
These experiments may have included at
least one that was very close to the design
outlined in the 1889 patent, but, since
none are known to survive, we have no
data that can address this issue. It does
appear quite probable that the Burns labeled here as “No Serial,” which includes
a ribbon system and a bell and clapper
system (mounted on the upper left of the
rear of the upper deck) very similar to the
ones in the patent, was made during this
preliminary period. However, there are
no data to tell us precisely where it fits
into a sequence of what is clearly a series

of several machines produced then.
The Burns Typewriter Company was
formed in 1890 with capital and under the
leadership of C. Lee Abell. Experiments,
tooling designs, and production processes were studied and created at a small
building in Stockton, N.Y., a town to the
southwest of Buﬀalo. Realizing that the
manufacturing of the machine at a profit
would be aided by owning the capacity to
produce types, the company purchased
the J. D. Mallonee Co., a type foundry, and
integrated its experienced eponymous
head into their planning for making the
typewriter. In late 1893 or early 1894, the
integrated companies were moved to a facility in Buﬀalo, and Mallonee was made
head of production. It was soon discovered that there was not enough capital to
begin real production of their intended
product, and the company issued a stock
prospectus in the summer of 1894. This
engraving from the prospectus may well
represent what the Burns looked like at
that point in its development, with no
backspacer of either form (see fig. 9).⁹
While it is not clear, it appears that by late
1894, a production run of some machines
of a particular design was tried, but all of
the machines were flawed. This resulted
in Mallonee’s being squeezed out of the
company. Modifications to the design
quickly resulted in an “improved” version
that eliminated the flaws found in the
products of the first production run. It
appears likely that this began the production of Burns typewriters with serial
numbers stamped on the machined cartouche on the right front area of the deck
plate. The last of the “improved” Burns
was s.n. 11.¹⁰ We also know that by the
beginning of 1895 or soon after, when the
grandfather of the anonymous owner of
s.n. 20 bought his machine and purchased
stock in the company, the machines s.n.
12 through s.n. 18 were produced. We
also know that s.n. 19 has a back spacer,
but numbers 20, 40, and 53 do not. The
implication is that after s.n. 11 and before
s.n. 19, a new production run was undertaken and that all of them may have had
the backspacer we see on s.n. 19. Serial
numbers 20, 40 and 53 are otherwise very
similar to each other and, other than the
backspacer, look to be extremely similar
to s.n. 19. This is the basis for suggesting
that the major technical change after s.n.
19 was made was the elimination of the
backspacer.
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The Mystery Man
these data and my analysis of them
return us to the question of the identity
of the Burns typewriter in the portrait.
Was it only one of those seven machines
that, at this point, are lost to us in history,
or is it actually number 19? To try to answer these questions, I present a close-up
of that machine, with a special emphasis
on the characteristics of the left front
corner near the base of the frame (see fig.
10). Note the blemishes or chips and the
pattern they form (see arrows on figs. 10,
11, and 12).¹¹ Now, following the chain of
custody in the provenance, note the same

pattern in Rehr’s 1996 color image (see
fig. 11) and in the current image from the
present owner, Hans Barbian (see fig 12).
The pattern is consistent in all three, and
not at all the same as that on this location on the other seven survivors. This is
the basis for concluding with a very high
degree of certainty that the typewriter in
the portrait is s.n. 19.
Now, who is the man in the portrait
standing beside the s.n. 19 Burns typewriter? One approach to answering this
is to compare the image of the subject of
my photograph with a photo or engraving of Frank Burns. After nearly eighteen

months of searching by others and me,
no such image has been discovered. Even
in the usual books that contain biographies of inventors and famous people
of the late 19th and early 20th century,
which often include glowing prose about
Burns himself, Burns is distinguished
by the absence of his image. The next
best thing was an 1891 image of Andrew,
Frank’s older brother, who was born in
1854. At the time of Andrew’s portrait, he
was 37 years old. The man in my portrait
was most probably in his fifties, so they
are difficult to compare. However, the
similarity of the pattern of baldness, the

Surviving Burns No. 1 Examples

Serial number 3
Collection: Marco and Heidi Frei
Provenance: Tilman Elster Collection¹

Serial number 7
Collection: Milwaukee Public Museum
Provenance: Carl P Dietz Collection

Serial number 11
Unique feature: Last “improved” model²
Collection: Buffalo History Museum
Provenance: Frank Burns Estate³

1. The full known provenance runs from the Remington Typewriter Company Collection, the Onondaga Historical Association., Auction Team Breker,
the Tilman Elster Collection, and Marcus Tilman, to Auction Team Breker.
2. Howe 1952, p. 11. According to Howe, the improved models were loaned to businesses designated by President Abell to businesses for testing.
This would imply that others in the numbered sequence that preceded s.n. 11, meaning s.n. 3 and 7, also were improved models that were also
loaned. Furthermore, the implication is that later manufactured examples (s.n. 19, 20, 40, and 53) incorporated the information given to the
company by users of the tested models.
2. Transferred in 1934 via a letter to the then Buffalo/Erie County Historical Society from the Frank Burns estate when Burns was still alive. Source is
a copy of the letter in iles of the MPM; personal communication, Al Muchka, MPM, November 18, 2013.

Serial number 20
Collection: Anonymous
Provenance: Purchased by grandfather
of the present owner directly from the
Buffalo factory ca. January, 1895; purchase was associated with grandfather’s
purchase of one share of stock in the
Burns Co.
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Serial number 40
Collection: Stefan Beck
Provenance: Onandaga Historical Association, Syracuse, New
York, via Auction Team Breker,
Köln, Germany.

Serial number 53
Collection: Herman Price
Provenance: Frank Burns’ granddaughters sold s.n. 53 and the one
without a serial number to a collector
in the southwest US (Arizona?)
who then sold them to Tony Casillo.
Casillo sold s.n. 53 to Price and the
other to Uwe Breker.

Serial number 19
Unique feature: Backspace lever attached
to lever on front center above keyboard;
has right platen knob.
Collection: Hans Barbian
Provenance: Asserted to have been the
personal property of Frank Burns by a
dealer in Westield, NY, Burns’s hometown;
dealer sold to Darryl Rehr; sold to Barbian
from the G Lösch Collection.

No serial number
Unique feature: Backspace key integrated
into the keyboard; ribbon spool drive system; bell and clapper on upper back; space
bar on single post; except for backspacer,
most unique features found on 1889 patent
and drawings.
Collection: Auction Team Breker/Uwe Breker
Provenance: Same as for s.n. 53 above.

nose, the eyes, and the mouth are suggestive of, at least, a fairly strong family
resemblance. There are enough diﬀerences, beyond simple aging, that the men
in these two photographs are unlikely
to be the same person at diﬀerent ages.
Taken together, all this implies a better than 50% chance that the man in the
photograph could reasonably be seen
as Frank and is not Andrew. Now, the
antiques dealer in Westfield, which was
Frank’s de facto hometown, told Rehr
that s.n. 19 was Frank Burns’ personal
typewriter and that, many years before
1987, when he sold the machine to Rehr,
he, the dealer, had bought it directly out
of Frank Burns’ own personal estate. This
oral history, if it is accurate, significantly
increases the probability that the man in
the photograph is Frank Burns, who is
proudly standing beside his creation, his
personal machine, s.n. 19. If the subject
is Burns, by the time of the photograph
around 1920, it is most likely that the
scene is in Westfield, a place in which he
spent much of his life after the typewriter venture collapsed.
Of all the eight Burns typewriters that
survive, only one, s.n. 20, is attested to
have been sold by the Burns Typewriter
Company to its first owner. We have clear
testimony that four (s.n. 11, 19, 53, and
No Serial) came directly from the Frank
Burns estate and Burns’ descendants,
and were not sold commercially by the
company. That leaves three surviving
machines (s.n. 3, 7, and 40) that might
have been sold commercially. However,
there is an old unsubstantiated rumor
that suggests that Dietz may have bought
s.n. 7 from the Burns estate. If this tradition is accurate, at the maximum, only
three (s.n. 3, 20, and 40) of the surviving
machines could have been sold into the
market. These data and the only firstperson account of the company’s history
support the conclusion that, even if some
machines were sold, the Burns Typewriter Company was a failure as a typewriter
concern even before it had become a real
producer of typewriters.
The explanation for the downfall
given by the first-person account and
others involves the argument that the
Burns typewriter was out of date by 1895,
the year that company produced nearly
all the survivors. I think this is a poor
explanation because Smith Premier did
quite well with its full-keyboard upstrike

Andrew Burns

Frank Burns?

10

f
11

12

f

f

machines for more than a decade after
that year, even in the face of growing
competition from the upstart Underwood
frontstrike and some less successful
brands. And this was even more so in
the case of the Remington No. 6 through
No. 9 machines. No, my guess is that a
lack of capital and the very high costs of
initiating production and making a profit
defeated the company. In its 1894 prospectus, it is claimed that the company
could produce a machine at a cost of $20
and could make a 150% profit of $30 by
selling the product wholesale at $50 each.
The plan was to make only ten machines
per day. Given that the machine was in
significant ways more complex (just remember the ribbon technology!) and not
built in the kinds of numbers that Smith
Premier, much less Remington, produced
at low unit costs made possible with their
technology of the time, the claims are
unlikely to have been accurate. So wonderful a machine as the Burns probably
costs too much to produce at this scale to
make a profit in a market dominated by
its high-producing, relatively low-cost
competitors.
Moreover, Burns was attempting to

develop a highly innovative typewriter
and find the capital to both develop and
manufacture it in the midst of the worst
financial crisis that the United States had
experienced up to that time. An unequaled depression began with the Panic
of 1893 and lasted for another four years.
The Burns company’s move to Buﬀalo in
1893, its final developmental stages, and
its early attempts at production in 189495 took place in an America in which 500
banks failed and New York alone had an
unemployment rate of 35%. The combination of low capitalization and awful
market conditions formed a context in
which the factors of higher costs and
unrealistic profit expectations played
themselves out. Under these conditions,
the Burns typewriter was bound to fail as
a commercial venture.
Frank Burns went on to a somewhat
successful career as an inventor and
entrepreneur. When he died in 1937,
The Burns Typewriter Co. was a major supplier of types to the typewriter
industry. Ironically, the purchase of the
types manufacturing business in the first
period of the experimental attempts to
perfect the design of the Burns at that
small facility in Stockton, N.Y., became
the basis of the company’s ultimate success as a types maker, not a typewriter
company.
The photograph that embodies the
Burns Mysteries is typical of virtually all
typewriter ephemera. What at first appears to be a straightforward piece of paper or material culture constitutes only
the beginning of questions about typewriters and attempts to answer them. As
here, such an undertaking may at least
partially answer some of them. But other,
more specific issues are raised. For example, we now have more specific questions
about the Burns machines made in the
period between 1889 and 1894, the gaps in
knowledge about the machines made up
to the s.n. 53 survivor, and whether other
designs were created after it. After all,
Burns did call the models that survive the
“No. 1.” Was the next model even made as
a prototype? While we seek answers to
these and related questions, we can enjoy
Burns’ best legacy, the beautiful, innovative surviving typewriters that bear his
name. Just take one more look at figure 1.
Thank you, Frank! ■

Endnotes on page 15.
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The Man Who
Broke the “O”
by ed neuert
typewriter collectors can spot it
from across the room, whether it’s peeking out from the paper table of a machine
buried in a pile of household goods at
a garage sale, or showing through the
blur of an online sale of ephemera. It is
the distinctive typeface that says “Oliver
Typewriter” to anyone who has studied
the brand for even a few minutes—most
readily apparent by the upper-case “O”
whose line does not quite connect, and
the consistent use of a thick brush-stroke
quality throughout its design.
This typeface is so universally connected with the Oliver Typewriter Company that I assumed for years that it had
been specifically designed for the firm by
an advertising agency to give its wares
a distinctive mark. But recently, while
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studying old type sample books from
the late 19th century, I learned that the
typeface had a life of its own, was created
around the same time Thomas Oliver was
filing his first writing machine patents,
and only began its close connection with
Oliver several years after its inception.
The face we collectors think of as “Oliver” type is actually the Ebony typeface,
and it was the product of the noted type
designer William F. Capitain (whose surname is sometimes found in old records
misspelled as “Capitaine”).
W.F. Capitain was born near London,
England, in the town of Southgate, in
1851. His family moved to Frankfurt,
Germany when he was 12, and within two
years he was apprenticed to learn the
trade of engraving and punch-cutting—

William F Capitain

the process of cutting the forms for new
type. Punch cutting was a difficult and
exacting craft, involving forming the
precise reverse image of a letter of type
on the tip of a hardened-steel die. The
die would then be used to make molds to
produce printer’s type.
The American type industry went
through a period of great expansion after
the end of the American Civil War in

1865, as newspapers and magazines flourished and expanded. New type foundries
opened, and the demand for experienced
punchcutters—especially those with a
talent for designing new type forms—
was strong. Soon after ending his apprenticeship in Germany, young William
Capitain set sail for the U.S. After working for a couple of type founders in the
Eastern U.S., Capitain set out for Chicago,
where he was based for many years.
Capitain designed the Ebony typeface
in 1890, for the type founding firm of
Marder, Luse & Co., and received a patent
on it in May of that year: U.S. design patent No. 19,800 for “Design for a Font of
Printing Type.”
At the same time, a little to the west
of Chicago, in Eastern Iowa, the Rev.
Thomas Oliver was busy inventing the
typewriter that would bear his name.
By about 1897 his typewriter works had
moved to Woodstock, Ill., and it appears
that sometime in 1897 or 1898 the Ebony
typeface was chosen to be used for labeling the typewriter—at that time, the
Oliver No.2. The Ebony type face can first
be seen on cuts of Oliver 2s in ads from
1898, and early in the model’s run the cast
lettering plates on the machine changed
to reflect the type face style—broken “O”
and all. Soon the typeface was as much a
part of the Oliver brand as its deep green
lacquer.
About ten years later, in The Oliver
Bulletin, the company published a helpful guide for agents and salespeople for
using the proper typeface. They included
a complete sample of all the letters and
figures of the face, along with these
thoughts:
As a guide to future requirements
we are printing on this page a complete
alphabet, both in large and small letters, together with punctuation points,
of “Ebony,” the official Oliver type.
We trust that it will be found useful
as a pattern and that, in future, all
Oliver lettering will be true “Ebony”
throughout The Organization.
That sample piece is reproduced
at left, and it is interesting to observe
the less familiar letter forms Capitain
designed that seldom appeared in Oliver
labeling, such as the upper-case “K,” and
lower-case “x” and “y.” ■

...and the
Hand that Drew
Officer Printype
by ed neuert
once you see a constable wearing a
jacket and no pants, you can never really
forget the sight. That’s Officer Printype,
the chubby baton-wielding figure who
appears in many old print ads for the
Oliver, and on the paper tables of later
models of the machine.
The Oliver company introduced the
Printype mascot in 1913. Printype was the
shaded-figure typeface, first oﬀered by
Oliver around 1910, that purported to be
a revolution in type design for writing
machines, though this claim was much

disputed by other manufacturers, who
also oﬀered distinctive faces. Printype
was designed and patented by Herbert E.
Billings of Woodstock (U.S. design patent
43,215) on November 5, 1912. A 1912 Oliver
ad claimed that the eﬀort to produce a
typewriter for the company offices that
was equipped with the firm’s trademark
Ebony typeface had given birth to the
idea of Printype.
Officer Printype was drawn by one
of the most popular cartoonists of
the ’teens, Clare Briggs. Briggs’ career
flourished in the years from 1900 to his
death in 1930. His most popular work was
done at the New York Journal and New York
Tribune, including a strip called “When a
Feller Needs a Friend,” based on Briggs’
own childhood misadventures.
Briggs’ work was so popular that it
spawned a movie series with
a major studio, the Paramount-Briggs comedies,
in 1919. Promotional sheet
music for the film series
was published that year,
from which comes the image of Officer Printype’s creator, pen in hand, at right.

@cetera

download Ebony, the distinctive
typeface used by Oliver, at etconline.org
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Spain’s
Crown Jewel
Writing Machines
by javier romano
Queen Victoria and King Alfonso

Queen Sofía at Servimedia exhibition

Hammond advertisement in Mundo Gráfico

King Alfonso’s Yost
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kings and queens used to wear
crowns, but there aren’t too many details
about what their preferences in typewriters were, nor their typewriting skills.
Recently a Spanish news agency,
Servimedia, celebrated its 25th anniversary in Madrid. An exposition of antique
items used by journalists was on display:
wooden radios, old recorders, radio-microphones, and of course, manual typewiters. Queen Sofía of Spain was invited
to the exposition and she paid special
attention to a pristine Klein-Adler No.1
in its case. A very well-preserved Underwood three-bank portable was given to
the Queen as a souvenir of her visit. She
accepted it with delight.
It’s not the first time that an Underwood has been in the possession of the
Spanish royal family. Robert Messenger
(in his oz.Typewriter blog in July 2013) reminded us that in 1907 Typewriter Topics
wrote that an Underwood No. 5 was made
especially for King Alfonso XIII. Robert
expressed his doubts about whether this
machine wasn’t the same one described
by Popular Mechanics in 1914. That article
went on to describe the typewriter “recently made” for King Alfonso: “nearly
every part, even including the smallest screw, is heavily plated with gold,
the space bar made of mother-of-pearl,
while the royal arms occupy the space
ordinarily held by the nameplate. The
case is made of mahogany and is inlaid
with rare woods and pearl.” Was it one or
two typewriters? I’m betting that there
were two, based on clues I’ll present in a
moment.

The reign of Alfonso XIII (1902-1931)
coincided with the overall expansion
of the use of typewriters in Spain, even
though this occurred later than in other
Western European countries. Manufacturers and sales agents gave their new
models away to the King as a gesture of
courtesy as well as for their own selfpromotion. Several of those typewriters
were preserved and are currently catalogued in the Royal Archives in Madrid.
Clues to others, like the aforementioned
Underwood No. 5, are only evidenced in
magazines from that era.
King Alfonso also owned a Yost. Jos
Legrand described this typewriter in
ETCetera No. 86: it was “made especially
for him, with ivory keys and silver stems
nicely plated. He also took typing lessons
at the Yost establishment in Madrid.”
That typewriter is a model No. 4, lacquered in white, with some gold-plated
parts and a bronze paper shield. It has a
crocodile leather case lined with green
velvet. It’s very well preserved and is
being stored in a basement of the royal
palace in Madrid.
King Alfonso was also given a Hammond Multiplex Open Universal with
straight keyboard. Mundo Gráfico magazine (June 3, 1914) pointed out it that was
“made of gold, specially for King Alfonso
XIII. The model is locked up in a precious
mahogany box with mother-of-pearl and
fine inlaid woods….” This description
very well fits the machine mentioned by
Popular Mechanics that same year. The
typewriter was put in the showroom of
Hammond’s lead sales representative

in Madrid, Ramiro García Suárez. Its
whereabouts are unknown today. King
Juan Carlos (who reigned from November
1975 until his abdication in June of last
year) lent another standard Hammond 12
Ideal to the National Heritage Office and
it is currently located at the royal palace
in Madrid.
An ad in the royalist newspaper ABC
(March 6, 1915) advertised a Smith Premier No. 10 as a “new American invention” and said that “H. M. [His Majesty]
the King has purchased one.”
But the “crown jewel” is a Victoria No.
2. It was given to King Alfonso at a royal
audience on May 8, 1915. The source of
this information is Julia Toledo, Abelardo Toledo’s granddaughter. Mr Toledo
invented the Victoria, the first typewriter
manufactured in Spain, in 1913 (see
ETCetera No. 86). Not by chance the brand
carried the first name of the queen, Victoria Eugenia of Battenberg.

That Victoria typewriter was presented in the Cortes (the Spanish congressional chamber) in December 1914
and was on display in a jewelry shop in
Puerta del Sol, central Madrid. The frame
and sheets are made of silver and ornamented with the Spanish royal symbols.
The coat of arms appears on the paper
table. A golden fleece is on the front,
under the typebars. Several golden fleurs
de lis, the House of Bourbon’s trademark,
are placed on the paper guide, under
the ribbon color selector, and spread
throughout the frame. The knobs are
two beautiful golden crowns and the
paper-bail scale and paper guide are also
made of gold. Engraved on a plaque is
“Specially made by Ferrer and Toledo of

Valencia for H. M. the King Alfonso XIII.”
This true jewel has been well preserved
for over a century. King Juan Carlos holds
it in high esteem and currently keeps
the typewriter in his office at the Royal
Palace. The machine was restored at the
palace’s workshop in 2005 and is cleaned
and oiled regularly.
The list compiled at the Royal Archives oﬀers some surprises. Locked in
its box is a Hall New York, with a very
low serial number, 724. It seems well
maintained. It’s a mystery when and how
this model, made between 1881 and 1886,
came into the royal family’s possession.
Perhaps it had something to do with an
engineer named Álvaro de la Gándara, a
Hall sales representative in Spain, who in

mid 1884 was promoting the typewriter
in the press and at sales presentations.
On January 9, 1885, a patent was granted
to him, as reported in the Intellectual and
Industrial Property Official Gazette.
Regent Queen María Cristina de
Habsburgo-Lorena (1858-1929), mother
of Alfonso the XIII, used a typewriter for
her correspondence, as quoted in 1899
by American newspapers (Los Angeles
Herald and Marshall County Independent)
and New Zealand’s Timaru Herald. Did
she use this Hall New York? The machine
is preserved at the Riofrío Palace, 90 kilometers from Madrid. Curiously, on one
side of the box appears a label: “Spanish
Republic. 1931.” It might have been placed
there during an inventory made the same
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THE VIM
VISIBLE:
SEEN
AT LAST
by will davis
year the Second Republic was proclamed.
The sons of Alfonso XIII also had their
own typewriters. Again, oz.Typewriter
(December 2012) reprinted a piece of
news published by Typewriter Topics in
1917. The King bought a Corona No. 3 at
the Guillermo Truninger & Co. shop in
Barcelona for his eldest son, the Prince
of Asturias, who was ten years old at the
time. Today in the Royal Archives a Royal
No. 10 in rusty condition appears on the
inventory list, and is currently located in
the room known as the “children’s bedroom” at the Royal Alcázar in Seville.

By the way, my Olivetti M20 (#42,788,
dated 1927) has on its paper table the
shield of “Proveedor de la Casa Real” (by
Royal Appointment). The name of the
company that received this privilege can
be read beneath the Olivetti logo: Ómnium Mecanográfico. A 1926 ad uncovered from that company publicizing the
Olivetti M20 didn’t include any mention
of “Proveedor de la Casa Real.” That
means Ómnium Mecanográfico received
the honor later, and probably kept it until
King Alfonso was forced to resign on
April 14, 1931.
The Spanish monarchy was restored
in 1975 with Alfonso XIII’s grandson, Juan
Carlos. This was also when mechanical
typewriters entered their last production
stage.
A second-hand Underwood portable has oﬀered us the opportunity for
remembering the special relationships
among Spanish kings and their typewriters. ■
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we have been quite fortunate lately
to acquire a catalog page which exhibits
a heretofore unknown name variant of
typewriter. Pictured and fully described
on a page taken from a 1918 Simmons
Hardware Company catalog is that company’s Vim Visible typewriter; the given
model is the No. 10.
At once, the machine is recognizable
as being a member of the Harris Visible
/Rex Visible line, and in specifics the
machine matches the Harris Visible No.
4 in its equipment. This taken with the
1918 date would seem to be contradictory
to history given the late 1915 changeover
from Harris to Rex, but it’s important to
note that Rex continued to build machines for Sears, Roebuck & Co. with the
“Harris Visible” name and no ribbon selector for practically its entire existence.
What’s clear is that the Vim Visible No.
10 is neither the Rex Visible No. 4 nor is it
the Rex Visible No. 10.
Peter Weil, in correspondence about
this discovery made the observation that
Simmons frequently applied alliteration
to its sub-branding so that the brands
would jump easily to memory, and in fact
many who frequent antique stores and
malls today have seen and are familiar
with Simmons’ “Keen Kutter” brand
for axes, knives and other implements.
“Vim Visible” is right in keeping with
this marketing concept.
For the collector, we interestingly now
add to the Harris / Rex line another sort
of rarity with the Vim Visible – that sort
wherein the machine is known to have
existed but no actual surviving examples
are generally known to collectors. This
is somewhat the reverse of the other
Harris Visible-based rarities such as the
Autocrat Visible, the Betz Visible, and the
Reporters Special; while labeling on two

of the three of these tells us who distributed the machines (Betz Visible by Frank
S. Betz Co., Hammond, Indiana; Reporters Special, The Miles Co., Elkhart, Indiana) we have not one scrap of paper or
ephemera to inform us of the existence
of these three otherwise. Thus, the Vim
Visible represents exactly the opposite
situation.
Finally, it should be noted that the
lower half of the page on which the
Vim Visible is advertised (for $88.00)
displays for sale a rebuilt Underwood
No. 4 machine, available with two-color
ribbon selector improvement and with
backspacer for $94.00 or without either
for $88.00. These prices are quite high
for any rebuilt typewriter in this time
period – the former of them being right
in line with the prices being charged for
brand-new machines and the other not
far behind. It may be no wonder that no
one has identified a Simmons Hardwaredistributed machine of any sort given
this pricing; there would have been little
inducement to buy any one of these in
1918 were any other avenue available.

portables, etcetera : by robert messenger

The Boom
Before the Bust
in the finest traditions of george ed
Smith before him, the Royal Typewriter
Company’s president from 1965 to 1969,
Earl H. Tiﬀany, Jr. (1913-1997), seldom
seemed short of zany ideas to publicize
Royal portables. In November 1966, U.S.
newspapers reported Tiﬀany as suggesting typewriters could help end the
Vietnam War and “bring Ho Chi Minh to
his knees.”
Tiﬀany said, “Perhaps we should concentrate more on increased communications to get Hanoi to the conference table.
To my knowledge, no one has mentioned
the importance of typewriters as a means
of communications in the Vietnam
conflict. During World War II, General [Henry Harley] ‘Hap’ Arnold, then
commander-in-chief of the [U.S.] Army
Air Corps, was asked: ‘What, among all
the pieces of equipment the Air Corps
uses, is most important?’ The reporters
who were expecting to hear about some
form of aircraft as an answer were jolted
when he replied: ‘The machine the Air
Corps could least aﬀord to be without is
the typewriter, for communications are
the backbone of our operations.’ Alas,
typewriters with Vietnamese keyboards
are hard to come by, though Royal has
come through with a few.”
We’re left wondering, of course,
whether Tiﬀany could have been serious.
What we do know is that in 1966 his confidence in the immediate future of the
manual portable typewriter was flying
extremely high. Earlier that year, Tiﬀany
had been widely quoted as estimating
that by the early 1970s, annual portable
typewriter sales in the U.S. would reach
three million. He said the portable would
be a “regular kitchen appliance in the
two and three-typewriter home.” One in
four homes had a typewriter, leaving the
market 75 percent untapped.
Economics writer Sylvia Porter leaned

on Tiﬀany’s apparently infinite optimism
for her syndicated “Your Money’s Worth”
column of June 22, headed “Home Typewriter Explosion.” “From a dollar volume
of only $40 million a year after World
War II, annual sales of home typewriters
have soared to more than $100 million,”
Porter wrote. “In 1965, sales of portable
typewriters, the typical home unit,
totaled 700,000. This year [1966], sales
are slated to hit 1,500,000 and, estimates
[Tiﬀany] ... by the early 1970s the total
will double again.”
Porter said there were an estimated 35
million typists in the U.S. in 1966, including three million secretaries and stenographers and three million students.
She also wrote that each year, the age
at which teenagers joined the typewriting fold went down. Watching her own
children typing, Porter had assumed “the
market for home typewriters must be developing.” But after interviewing Tiﬀany,
she revised that view, to one of drumfire
rather than a mere development. “What
I suspected was nothing in comparison
with the facts,” she said. (As “newspaper
people,” Porter and her second husband,
G. Summer Collins, believed the typewriter was a more vital piece of household equipment than a toaster or a TV
set.)
Judging by these bold predictions, in
mid-1966 the advent of home word processors and computers, or even of electronic typewriters, had not been sighted
on the horizon. Nor, it seems, had the
threat of the impact of cheaper Japanese
models flooding the U.S. market, helped
by the consolidation of well-known
brand names under the Litton Industries
banner, and the oﬀshore production of
portables, including Royals. Much would
change in the decade to 1976. In hindsight, 1966-67 was, for manual portable
typewriters, the “boom before the bust.”

Sylvia Porter

At the time, people like Tiﬀany and
Porter obviously didn’t see it that way.
Porter thought the place of the manual
portable typewriter would become
increasingly secure. The “spreading acceptance” of typewritten personal letters
was still being seen as a “most significant
factor,” almost 92 years after the Sholes &
Glidden had first reached the market.
“The whole typewriter industry is in
an upsurge,” Porter wrote. “Since 1960,
U.S. typewriter sales have risen one-third
and a peak sale of 2.4 million units totaling $400 million is anticipated for 1966.
The big expansion, though, is to come
in the home [portable] market. Tiﬀany
also sees this as a worldwide phenomenon—with what is happening here to
be reflected first in Germany, then in the
Scandinavian countries, England and
finally Spain and France.”
These are the sort of words one might
have expected to read in the late 1920s,
perhaps, when Royal joined a portable
market already dominated by Corona,
Underwood and Remington. But mid1966? Surely business experts could not
have been that blind to what lay ahead?
And not just for Royal, but for manual
portable typewriters in general.
In the short term, the forecasts of
Tiﬀany and Porter proved accurate. As
early as January 29, 1967, Tiﬀany announced that total U.S. typewriter sales
had risen the previous year by 17 percent,
to a record 2.755 million. But Tiﬀany was
already adjusting his thinking, forecastETCetera No. 108 • Spring 2015 • 13
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ing “a more limited rate” of gains in 1967.
His 1967 target was close to 2.9 million,
representing more than $400 million in
sale. As well, Tiﬀany saw a “dynamic”
expansion in the electric typewriter market. The focus had quickly changed.
In hindsight, it’s easy to see that the
beginning of the end began when Royal
McBee stockholders voted in New York to
merge with Litton on December 4, 1964,
the merger being ratified by Litton shareholders in Santa Monica on December
12. Royal became a wholly owned Litton
Business Equipment Group subsidiary
in February 1965. At that time Royal had
10,500 workers in the U.S., at plants in
Hartford, Connecticut, Athens, Ohio,
Springfield, Missouri, and Ogden, Utah,
as well as factories in Canada, Holland
and Portugal. Three months before the
merger was first mooted, in September
1964, Royal’s annual sales were reported
to be $116.6 million for a net income of
$1.89 million, compared to Litton’s $685
million sales and $29.6 million profit.
Litton also had 46,000 employees and
90 plants in 24 states and 15 overseas
countries.
By 1968 Litton’s Royal typewriter
division was in financial difficulties,
and Litton felt it necessary to expand
in order to consolidate. In October that
year Litton’s acquisitions had engulfed
Cole Steel, Imperial, Messa and TriumphAdler. But with its $51 million German
takeover, aimed at “bolstering its Royal
typewriter division,” Litton ran foul of

the U.S. Federal Trade Commission, an
obstacle which exposed its huge reliance
on German portable typewriter manufacture. Litton claimed that if its German
arm were cut oﬀ by the FTC, it would
be forced to sell its burdensome Royal
division and “leave IBM virtually alone
in the U.S. typewriter industry.” In early
April 1969 the FTC met Litton, headed by
Richard M. Nixon adviser Roy L. Ash, a
Beverly Hills industrialist, to discuss the
FTC’s opposition to the Triumph-Adler
takeover. The FTC believed the acquisitions “might have the eﬀect of reducing competition in the U.S. typewriter
market.” Litton oﬀered a deal under
which it would only have to divest itself
of Triumph-Adler’s U.S. operations. The
FTC rejected this and charged Litton with
violating antitrust laws. Litton immediately brought diplomatic pressure to
bear, claiming the FTC decision would be
seen as an “insult to the sovereignty” of
European governments and would have
huge foreign policy ramifications.
On top of all this, Litton shut down
Royal’s Springfield plant on April 23,
1969, and was forced to deny it planned to
also close the Hartford factory, sack 2500
workers, and move operations to a Japanese factory with an annual capacity of
600,000 typewriters. By this stage Robert
F. Stewart had succeeded Tiﬀany as Royal
president, as industrial battle lines began
to be drawn. Less than a year later, in
March 1970, with Ronald L. White now
Royal president, Litton revealed it and

Silver-Seiko had asked the Japanese
government for permission to combine in
a joint venture to own Marukoshi Kogyo,
maker of portable typewriter parts.
Marukoshi Kogyo was already making
parts which were assembled by SilverSeiko and sold as Royal typewriters. In
August Royal also announced it was axing 1,300 Hartford workers while moving
production of all portables to Imperial’s
factory in Hull, England. Litton conceded
it paid British workers one-third of what
it paid U.S. workers. The shift was “due to
foreign competition,” presumably from
Japan. Hartford would become no more
than an assembly plant.
In 1973 Litton’s shutdown of its Hartford plant was complete, and it concentrated production in Britain (Imperial,
Hull), West Germany (Triumph-Adler),
Portugal (Messa) and Japan (Silver-Seiko). A U.S. newspaper report in October
of that year said American typewriter
production had all but died out. “Foreign
makes have penetrated the U.S. market strongly—all because most typewriter manufacture is labor intensive
and therefore not suited to today’s U.S.
economy.”
Litton finally got the all-clear from
the FTC to retain Triumph-Adler in July
1974, by which time the damage had been
done. Administrative Law Judge Alvin L.
Berman said Litton would have had to go
out of the typewriter business if forced
to sell Triumph-Adler, so a ruling that
Litton’s holding of Triumph-Adler was
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anti-competitive would, in itself, be anticompetitive. But matters weren’t helped
by British dockers blocking a changed
barge transfer system in Hull, forcing
Litton to close the Hull factory in 1975.
It was part of a widespread U.S. bail-out
from Europe, marked by a $1 billion drop
in annual U.S. investment. In fairness,
Litton’s Imperial division had lost $10
million in two years. By February 1977,
with John W. Gilluly, Royal’s fourth president in 10 years, the end was nigh.
All these years later, it is easy to see

that rising labor and production costs—
both in the U.S. and Europe—contributed
to the demise of manual portables, making companies such as Royal vulnerable
to Litton. As well, Royal had been facing
increasingly hostile industrial relations
problems in Hartford since 1953. Could
any of this have been avoided? Well, not
with the capacity of Japan to produce
far more and far cheaper machines. And
perhaps not with the lack of realism being expressed by Earl H. Tiﬀany back in
1966. ■

Above: 1969 Royal Fleetwood (Silver-Seiko)
Middle: 1970 Royal Mercury (Silver-Seiko)
Below: Royal Express 12

Burns Article Endnotes
1. See Paul Lippman, American Typewriters (1992), pp. 4546; Darryl Rehr, “Burns No. 1: A Magnificent Obscurity,”
ETCetera no. 2, January 1988, pp. 1, 6-7; “Burns model
1,” ETCetera Color Gallery, ETCetera no. 37, December
1996, pp. 11-12. Other important sources on the Burns
3.
typewriter include G. M. Howe’s booklet A Short History
of Frank Burns: Inventor, (Chautauqua County [NY] Historical Society, 1952), 19 pp.; and the United States patent
for the Burns: https://www.google.com/patents/US409914. 4.
For other information on the Burns, see Greg Fudacz’s
fine web page on the Burns at: http://www.antikeychop.
com/s.n.!burns-typewriter/cmys
2. This column and the research on the surviving
examples of the Burns were made possible by the
5.
generosity of many collectors and two institutions. I especially want to thank the owners of the eight identified
surviving Burns typewriters for sharing photographs
and information with me. They include Hans Barbian,
Stefan Beck, Uwe Breker /Auction Team Breker, Marco
and Heidi Frei, Walt Mayer (Buﬀalo History Museum), Al Muchka and Claudia Jacobson (Milwaukee
Public Museum), Herman Price, and a collector who is
anonymous. Other significant contributions were made 6.
by Gabe Burbano, Tony Casillo, Dennis Clark, Mark
Frankena, Bert Kerschbaumer, Jos Legrand, Ed Neuert,
Darryl Rehr, and Paul Robert. However, any errors concerning the discussion of the surviving machines and
conclusions drawn are exclusively mine. I would also

like to acknowledge the editorial assistance of Cornelia
“No Serial” (Auction Team Breker, Köln / Uwe Breker).
Weil and members of the ETCA Board who reviewed
Publication of any of these images requires the written
drafts of this column. All their assistance is deeply appermission of the owner of the typewriter in the image.
preciated.
7. The description of this movement is made possible by
The specific metal content of these plates is not clear.
specific assistance from Stefan Beck and Herman Price.
But the surface is clearly copper-colored as a result of
It is deeply appreciated.
their being made of a copper alloy or because the copper 8. This and the related discussion are made possible by
the provision of special images by Hans Barbian. Thank
is plated over another metal.
Herman Price collection. This and all other images of
you!
the surviving examples are copyrighted by each owner 9. Has All the Best Points of the Best Machines...Four Points
of Excellence in Addition, ca. June-July 1894, The Burns
and were oﬀered to me for one time use only. Any other
Typewriter Co., 430-438 Niagara Street, Buﬀalo, New
use of the images requires specific permission from the
York, 8pp. + insert. This prospectus is in the Herman
individual owners.
This probable absence of formal training via apprenPrice collection. Note that no other Burns typewriter
ticeship or schooling contrasts strongly with the techniadvertising material is known.
cal apprenticeship of typewriter inventors that enjoyed 10. Howe states this somewhat ambiguously. His statements imply that he used s.n. 11 in 1951-52 to write his
far more success, such as, for example, Charles Spiro
history of the company.
(see “Ephemera,” ETCetera no. 86, June 2009, pp. 14-15).
Beyond the problems about capital, this lack of formal 11. This use of the blemish pattern was suggested to me
by Ed Neuert, who also marked the enlargement of the
technical training could have slowed Burns’ developmachine in the portrait and the one from Rehr’s 1996
ment of the typewriter as a commercial product and
article. Ed’s insight is extremely helpful, but it is I who
contributed to the failure of the eﬀort.
The images are in the following order and their owners
have chosen to use it and am responsible if I am wrong.
are in parentheses: s.n. 3 (Marco and Heidi Frei), s.n. 7
Ed, thank you. The color image of s.n. 19 when it was in
(Milwaukee Public Museum), s.n. 11 (Buﬀalo [NY] HistoRehr’s collection was shot by Rehr but the photo is now
ry Museum), s.n. 19 (Hans Barbian), s.n. 20 (anonymous
in Mark Frankena’s collection. He generously allowed
owner), s.n. 40 (Stefan Beck), s.n. 53 (Herman Price), and
me to use it. Any other use requires specific permission
the example with no serial number, indicated herein as
from Mark.
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New on
the Shelf
Gabe Burbano: Salter No. 10, Remington
No. 5, Oliver No. 7 (nickel), Century 10,
Ideal Model A.
Tony Casillo: original, unrestored condition, Sholes & Glidden treadle model.

Historische Bürowelt
December 2014
• The “Millionaire” Calculator
• Adler TwixTyper
• Special Colored Ribbons
• American Staplers and Punches
• The Facta Calculator

Letters

HBw-Aktuell
April 2015
• Brochures on German typewriter
• factories by Leonhard Dingwerth
• Swiss and German collectors’ meetings
• eBay highlights

February 2015
• ANCMECA members display
• calculators & typewriters at a school
• “From the quill to the writing machine”
• exhibit
• Breker auction
• Christies cipher machine auction
• Alan Turing and The Imitation Game

Don Feldman: Remington 12 Associated Press, Typo, The Noiseless Portable,
Royal Standard flatbed, The Practical
Typewriter 3 (large model).
Thomas Fürtig: Consul Standard 1502;
MAP Portable; Patria; Standard (twin of
Hermes Ambassador); Union (name variant of Rooy Portable).
Bryan Kruk: Near mint Olivetti ICO
Rapida/MP1 from the 1930s.
Štěpán Kučera: Yost No. 4, s.n. 41226;
Original Matouš, model 1, s.n. A3001;
Nora, s.n. 5209; Titania No.3, s.n. 7284;
Orel (Adler 7), s.n. 40238; Cardinal, mod.
1?, s.n. 922
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I’ve received issues 106/107, with their
magnificent Spanish translation and
their good research, especially on the
Corona and on Olivetti’s acquisition of
Underwood. The three-bank Corona
was very well known in these parts; I
have one with serial number 083581 (the
bottom of the first digit has worn oﬀ, so
it may be either a zero or a two). I didn’t
know anything about the difficulties
that were faced by Olivetti. It must have
been around that time that the company,
which owned a six-story building here
including sales, offices, a workshop,
warehouses, and more, eliminated much
of its personnel; they made the distributors and concessionaires independent,
forming three groups. The last of these
groups disappeared about five years ago.
—José Isusi (Bilbao, Spain)
I just received ETCetera and read your
article on the early Corona. Great article!
My Corona is stamped 20007. The carriage must have been a replacement since
it appears to be 15020. I blog under the
name: GEE at typeoh.net and have posted
regarding my Corona.

May 2015
• Linda Beckler’s OnLine News
• Overseas News with Nick Fisher
• The Story of a Fay-Sholes “Keeper”
• That Nearly Got Away
• Empire Survey
• The Original reference to a Type-In

Ed Neuert: Early Remington 3B “3-Bank”
labeled machine, s.n. C100038.
Richard Polt: Beaucourt (Japy) Script;
Grants 707 Gullwing Electric.
Nick Tauriainen: Moskva Model 4;
Olivetti MP1 with Icelandic keyboard.
Ron Ronzio: Remington Noiseless Junior
portable.
Frank Notten: Underwood No.2 (since
sold).
Dale Schellenger: Hammond 1; Williams
No.6; Sholes Visible; Odell No. 4; Virotyp;
Noiseless Portable; Standard Folding, s.n.
978; Hammond “Special”; Adler Model
8; Portex No.5; Remington Junior (1915);
Reliance Visible.
Jay Williams: Smith Premier No. 4, s.n.
51127.

Flavio Mantelli: Universal Crandall
(with case); Yankee (index typewriter
by Ingersoll similar to the Dollar); 1880
Patent Model for an addressing machine
made by Francis A. Darling (patent number 236,001).
Herman Price: Salter No.5.

—Gerald Thompson
Photos Gerald provided (they can be seen on his blog)
showed that his machine is indeed an intriguing hybrid:
a very early Corona frame whose carriage, folding arms,
typebar segment, and interior parts had been replaced
with those of a later machine. —Ed.
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